
ALKALINE HERB SHOP

PHOTOGRAPHY
GUIDELINES



KEYWORDS:

CLEAN
CLINICAL
BOTANICAL
CRAFTED

AVOID: RUSTIC, DARK, VINTAGE, STERILE
AVOID: NON-ALKALINE FOODS

- Clinical feel with character; not sterile

- Use of natural elements (flowers, herbs)

- Use of wood OK if light colored, or if used
   as a minimal accent, not the focus

- Avoid images that are too dark

- You can create architectural or graphic
  elements using natural materials
  (leaves, ingredients, etc)

- A curated “mess” is OK, but avoid
   sloppiness in composition

NOTE: Images in this document are for style and inspiration only and may
not reflect current or actual packaging. Refer to list of approved alkaline foods
that are acceptable to include in images. Avoid using food props that are not
on the list.



ACCEPTABLE

FLATLAYS

Clean feeling, good use of space and balance

Incorporating botanical elements



STANDING

Clean feeling, good use of space and balance

Selective Focus

ACCEPTABLE



ACCEPTABLE

PROPS

Suggest lifestyle of self-care and wellness



ACCEPTABLE

UNIQUE CONCEPTS

Graphic or architectural layouts with botanical elements



ACCEPTABLE

HUMAN ELEMENT

Would be ideal to showcase recipe making with product,
as well as daily activities (exercise, meditation, work, cooking, etc)



AVOID

DARK, VINTAGE

Do not use vignetting effect, or very dark backgrounds



YES NO

USE OF WOOD ELEMENTS

Wood is used minimally as an
accent and is not the focus of
the image. It’s earthy but still
clean and not rustic.

Too dark, rough, woody



YES NO

Be careful of a composition
becoming too sloppy
or overdone

CAREFUL MESS

A sprinkling of herbs or
ingredients can create a
relaxed organic feeling



YES NO

Avoid a look that is too
commercial or flat

CLINICAL VS STERILE

A minimal photo with soft
interesting shadows or other
unique details can still
be inviting



YES NO

Lace, vingetting, and ill curated
crumbs lean into an older
aesthetic.

HOME LIFESTYLE VS VINTAGE

A sense of place can be
established with the right “home”
props used in a simple way. Here
it feels cozy and easy
 



INSTAGRAM REGRAMS

Follow photography guidelines
when picking regrams to feature.
Stick to photography with a good
use of space, minimal props, not
cluttered or too dark.

PRODUCT

HANDS

HERBS

SHOWING PILLS

RECIPES




